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A CHESNUT COLT (GB)

Foaled May 10th, 2005

Cadeaux Genereux (Young Generation)
Dashtah (GB) (Mujtahid (USA))

E.B.F. Nominated.

1st Dam
DAHSHAH (GB), won 1 race at 3 years and £10,103 viz EBF Hamswell Stakes, Bath, placed 3 times including second in EBF Patrick Haslam Stakes, Thirsk and third in Evelyn Delves Broughton Fillies' Maiden, Chester;
dam of one winner from 3 runners and 3 foals of racing age viz:
CEREZO (USA) (2003 g. by Cherokee Run (USA)), placed once at 2 years; also won 1 race at 3 years in Spain and placed 3 times.
Dashfa Baileys (GB) (2003 g. by Mark of Esteem (IRE)), ran a few times at 2 and 3 years, 2006.
Mystery World (GB) (2004 g. by Agnes World (USA)), ran a few times at 2 years.

2nd Dam
RAWAABE (USA), won 2 races at 2 and 3 years and £6065 and placed once;
dam of seven winners from 7 runners and 8 foals of racing age including:
LA-FAAH (IRE) (c. by Lahib (USA)), won 3 races and £66,473 including Vodafone Horns Hill Stakes, Newbury, Gr.3; placed second in Tripleprint Greenham Stakes, Newbury, Gr.3 and third in Fort Marcy Handicap, Aqueduct, Gr.3.
Afaan (IRE) (c. by Cadeaux Genereux), won 8 races and £76,205 and placed 30 times including second in 2nd in King George Stakes, Goodwood, Gr.3.
Unshooda (GB) (f. by Machiavellian (USA)), won 1 race at 2 years and £14,036 and placed 3 times including second in Firth of Clyde Stakes, Ayr, L.
USLOOB (IRE), won 3 races at 4 and 6 years in Spain.

3rd Dam
PASSERINE (USA), won 2 races in U.S.A. and placed 9 times;
dam of five winners from 7 runners and 12 foals of racing age including:
DOHAB (USA), Champion 3yr old sprinter in Italy in 1985, won 4 races including Gimcrack Stakes, York, Gr.2 and Cornwills Stakes, Ascot, Gr.3; placed second in Middle Park Stakes, Newmarket, Gr.1, Flying Childers Stakes, Doncaster, Gr.2, Premio Melton, Rome, Gr.2; sire.
LOCH BERING (USA), won 11 races in Norway and in Sweden including Polar Mile Cup, Ovreovoll, L, SFK J ubileumsloipping, Jagersro, L (twice), Marit Sveas Minskelp, Ovreovoll, L and Nickes Minneslopping, Taby, L, placed third in Polar Mile Cup, Ovreovoll, L, jockey Club Cup, Klampenborg, L.
SONG OF SYRIA (USA), won 2 races in U.S.A. and placed twice; dam of winners.
CHILUKKI (USA), Champion 2yr old filly in USA in 1999, won Del Mar Debutante Stakes, Del Mar, Gr.1, Oak Leaf Stakes, Santa Anita, Gr.1 and second in Breeders’ Cup J uvenile Fillies, Gulfstream Park, Gr.1.
French Ballerina (USA), unraced; dam of DEVINE LAUGHTER (USA), won Green Oaks Stakes, Evangeline Downs.
J ane Arnold (USA), unraced; dam of winners.
CRYSTAL SEA (USA), won George Rosenberger Memorial Stakes, Delaware Park, L,R, third in Eatontown Stakes, Monmouth Park, Gr.3R.
Not To Be Outdone (USA), winner in U.S.A., second in Colleen Stakes, Monmouth Park, L.
Midwatch (USA), winner in U.S.A., second in Ben Cohen Stakes, Pimlico.
Morning Snaps (USA), unraced; dam of winners.
MORNING PUNCH (USA), won Florence Stakes, Turfway Park.
Okie I Am (USA), winner in U.S.A., second in Oklahoma Horseman’s Association Derby, Remington Park, L.
Snappy Okie (USA), winner in U.S.A., second in Oklahoma TBA Futurity (f), UPATSIX (USA), winner in U.S.A.; dam of Gazette (USA), placed second in Northern Lights Debutsante Stakes, Canterbury Park, R.